The Board’s Distinguished Pathologist Award

The Board’s Distinguished Pathologist Award was established by the Board of Directors of USCAP for recognition of distinguished service in the development of the discipline of pathology. This award is presented to an individual who is recognized for making major contributions to pathology over the years.

These candidates are proposed by the Executive Committee and the Awardee is selected by the Board of Directors at the 2019 Interim Meeting for presentation at the 2021 USCAP Annual Meeting.

The Academy will cover the cost of the following:

- General Meeting Registration
- All nights lodging (single or double) on master account
- An honorarium in the amount of $2,000

The Academy will accept faxed copies of the expense voucher and receipts for:

- Airfare (Economy round-trip and ground transportation (POV) at the current IRS rate
- Incidents (Taxi/Shuttle/Parking)
- Meals ($75 per day, receipts must be submitted)

Previous Awardees

2019  Elaine S. Jaffe
2018  Stacey E. Mills
2017  Christopher D.M. Fletcher
2016  Thomas V. Colby
2015  Sharon W. Weiss
2014  Henry Appelman
2013  Kris Unni
2012  Steven Silverberg
2011  Stephen S. Sternberg
2010  Juan Rosai
2009  Louis P. Dehner
2008  Nathan Kaufman/Bernard M. Wagner
2007  Peter Burger
2006  Harvey Goldman
2005  Robert D. Collins
2004  Kalman Kovacs/Daria Haust
2003  Richard L. Kempson
2002  William Hartmann/Robert Hepinstall
2001  Margaret Billingham/Leopold Koss
2000  John Yardley
1999  David Dahlin
1998  Robert E. Scully
1997  Elson Helwig
1996  Raffaele Lattes
1995  Henry Rappaport
1994  Franz Enzinger
1993  Wallace Clark
1992  Emmanuel Farber
1991  Stanley Robbins
1990  Arthur Hertig
1989  Earl Benditt
1988  Hans Popper